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NEW QUESTION: 1
The PowerBall Lottery has reached a high payout amount and a company has decided to help
employee morale by allowing employees to check the number, but doesn't want to unblock the
gambling URL category.
Which two methods will allow the employees to get to the PowerBall Lottery site without the
company unlocking the gambling URL category? (Choose two.)
A. Manually remove powerball.com from the gambling URL category.
B. Add all the URLs from the gambling category except powerball.com to the block list and then
set the action for the gambling category to allow.
C. Create a custom URL category called PowerBall and add *.powerball.com to the category
and set the action to allow.
D. Add *.powerball.com to the allow list
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Inputs to quality planning include
A. Quality policy, checklists, quality management plan, product description standards and
regulations
B. Quality policy, product description, scope statement, product description standards and
regulations
C. Quality policy, historical information, scope statement, product description standards and
regulations
D. Quality policy, quality management plan, operational definitions, product description
standards and regulations
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A production org includes custom objects containing confidential Information. A sandbox h
needed that Includes data records, excludes all of the confidential objects, and can be
refreshed weekly the confidential objects, and can be refreshed weekly.
What steps should an App Builder take to meet these requirements?
A. Create a Full Sandbox and use a sandbox template
B. Create a Developer Pro Sandbox and schedule Data loader to download selected object data
weekly.
C. Create a Developer Sandbox and schedule Data loader to download selected object data
weekly.
D. Create a Partial Copy Sandbox and use a sandbox template.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
An attacker performs reconnaissance on a Chief Executive Officer (CEO) using publicity
available resources to gain access to the CEO's office. The attacker was in the CEO's office for
less than five minutes, and the attack left no traces in any logs, nor was there any readily
identifiable cause for the exploit. The attacker in then able to use numerous credentials
belonging to the CEO to conduct a variety of further attacks. Which of the following types of
exploit is described?
A. Pivoting
B. Keylogging
C. Whaling
D. Malicious linking
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/whaling
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